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Abstract: General formulae appropriate for Monte Carlo simulation of conditional expectations of functions of
random variable given a sufficient statistic are known in literature. Sampling from conditional distributions
depends heavily on the way auxiliary variable and parameter distributed jointly. We argue that this joint
distribution of auxiliary variable and parameter gives rise to heuristic to get correct distribution of underlaying
random variable.
Introduction: In statistics we have two different, but not exclusive, paradigms. One is about models which are
parametric and other is nonparametric. In parametric regime of statistics models are parametrized and we can
think of drawing samples from the population. In nonparametric regime we think of order statistics, methods
like artificial neural networks and wavelets etc. Nonparametric methods, although, are not independent of
parameters altogether they significantly avoid use of parameters. In other words statistical analysis of any
model in one way or other depend on the form of underlaying distribution. Assuming some form of
distribution means assuming dependence of distribution on a parameter. This parameter may be a scalar or a
vector, usually not known in advance and we have to depend on estimator of parameter known as statistic.
In statistics objective of variety of simulations is estimation of statistic which frequently expressed as
estimation of an expectation of the form ܧሺ݃ሺܺሻሻ where ܺ is a random variable. Suppose ݂ሺݔሻ is the joint
density of ܺ. Then
ܧ൫݃ሺܺሻ൯ ൌ න ݃ሺݔሻ݂ሺݔሻ݀ݔ

Let ܶሺݔሻ is a statistic based on a random sample ݔ, we may be interested in computing quantities like mean
and variance based on expectations, like above, depending on values of ܶሺݔሻǤ It is one of the most important
question in statistics is how to carry out evaluations of integrals involved in computations of expectations.
Monte Carlo methods are precisely developed to perform these kinds of calculations of expectations. Monte
Carlo methods essentially use drawing samples from known distributions and then calculating mean gives rise
to sought expectations. These calculations are based on some known statistic which approximates
corresponding population parameter. It is however a question the extent to which sample drawn resembles to
original distribution. Lindqvist and Taraldsen have suggested some methods which makes drawn samples
using statistic indeed correspond to original distribution.
Work of Lindqvist and Taraldsen: Consider a random variable ܺ along with a sufficient statistic ܶ. In the
following we give one heuristic to get a random sample for ܺif given a sufficient statistic ܶǤ We adopt the
notations and framework given in Lindqvist and Taraldsen. In their paper Lindquist and Taraldsen it is
assumed that a random variable ܷ (referred as auxiliary variable in abstract) is given with known distribution
such that ሺܺǡ ܶሻ for given population parameter ߠ can be simulated using ܷ. In other words there exist
functions ߯and ߬ such that given ߠdistribution of ሺ߯ሺܷǡ ߠሻ, ߬ሺܷǡ ߠሻሻequals the joint distribution of
ሺܺǡ ܶሻǤTheir approach is to first draw U, then determine parameter value ߠ such that ߬൫ܷǡ ߠ൯ ൌ  ݐand then use
ܺ௧ ൌ ߯ሺܷǡ ߠ ) as the sought sample. Engen and Lillegard (1997) have shown that in general ܺ௧ ൌ ߯ሺܷǡ ߠ) may
not have the correct distribution when ߠ is not uniquely determined by ݐand ݑfrom the equation ߬ሺݑǡ ߠሻ ൌ
ݐeven when ܺ௧ is uniquely determined. Their claim is ܺ௧ is distributed like X given t. Let ݂ሺݑሻ be a density of
U. Let ߠbe distributed like ȣǤConditional density of ߬ሺܷǡ ߠሻ given ܷ ൌ  ݑis denoted by ܹ௧ ሺݑሻǤ Note that as U
and ȣare independent, ܹ௧ ሺݑሻ, as a function of t, is ߬ሺݑǡ ߠሻ for fixed u.
Then it follows that for an arbitrary continuous function ߶ሺݔሻǡ
ܧሺܼ௧ ܹ௧ ሻ
ܧሼ߶ሺܺሻȁܶ ൌ ݐሽ ൌ
ܧሺܹ௧ሻ
Where
ܼ௧ ሺݑሻ ൌ ܧሺ߶ሼ߯ሺݑǡ ȣሻሽȁ߬ሺݑǡ ȣሻ ൌ ݐሻǤ
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Basic advantage of these formulae is that quantities involved are functions of u and hence they can be
simulated with a judicious choice of ȣ. We will comment on choice of ȣ afterwards. Thus, problem of
simulating X using Monte Carlo method have a solution if ߬ሺݑǡ ߠሻ ൌ  ݐhas a unique solution for fixed u.
Lindqvist and Taraldsen have further treated the case in which߬ሺݑǡ ߠሻ depends on u only through some
function of u.
Heuristic in Case of Nonuniqueness: Most important question is that how to proceed if ߬ሺݑǡ ߠሻ ൌ  ݐdoesn’t
have a unique solution. Suppose now that ߬ሺݑǡ ߠሻ ൌ  ݐhas two solutions for fixed u denoted by ߠଵ and ߠଶ . In
order to handle such cases we propose that iterations of random samples can be used. Consider now first
solution ߠଵ . Corresponding to this solution we have distribution of ߯ሺݑǡ ߠଵ ሻ. This expression is evaluated for
fixed ݑǤ Now we take iterates of ߯ǤDenote random sample for u by ݑ
ݑଵ ൌ ߯ሺݑ ǡ ߠଵ ሻ. ݑଵ ൌ ߯ሺݑ ǡ ߠଵ ሻ, ….
ݑ ൌ ߯ሺݑିଵ ǡ ߠଵ ሻ
This sequence of random variables asymptotically goes to distribution of ܺ given a sufficient statistic T.

Conclusion: Lindqvist and Taraldsen have successfully treated the case when ߬ሺݑǡ ߠሻ ൌ ݐfor fixed u have
unique solution. They also have considered some cases in which there is no unique solution to underlaying
equation for ߠ in terms of t. We have proposed one heuristic which is mainly of theoretical concern. However
with the help of modern powerful computing techniques validity of such an heuristic can be tested.
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